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Abstract
This paper designs an intra-body network (IBN) of
nodes, consisting of small sensors and processing
elements (SPEs) placed at different locations within the
body and a Personal Digital Assistant placed externally
but in close proximity to the body. The sensors
measure specific physiological attributes such as
electrophysiological and biochemical changes in the
myocardium (action potentials of cells), glucose level,
blood viscosity etc. and forward them to the processing
element. Communication protocols for configuration
and data access protocols are proposed. The privacy of
the IBN data, fault tolerance and real-time data
acquisition are addressed.
Keywords: Intra-body, implant, sensor, bio-sensor,
wireless, network.
1 Introduction
The design of an intra-body network (IBN) of nodes,
consisting of small SPEs (sensors and processing
elements) placed at different locations within the body
and a Personal Digital Assistant placed externally but in
close proximity to the body has been addressed. The
sensors measure specific physiological attributes such
as electrophysiological and biochemical changes in the
myocardium (action potentials of cells), glucose level,
blood viscosity etc. and forward them to the processing
element. The processing element communicates the
data to the PDA. The data is evaluated at the PDA and
can be relayed to nearby hospitals for urgent medical
assistance. With the availability of small sized, low
priced chips, we foresee the commercial viability of
such systems. Also, it is projected that with the advent
of nano-technology lightweight, low power, macro
intelligent sensors with reasonable processing power
will be available in the near future. Such intelligent
sensors can aid in the prediction of the onset of (a)

heart attacks via electrophysiological and biochemical
changes in the myocardium (e.g. via signature
waveforms of the action potentials measured using a
laser) (b) stroke via measurements of blood viscosity (c)
abnormal glucose levels (real-time insulin treatment
control loop) (d) preeclampsia etc. An intra-body
network can also provide computational support for
artificial limb responses, hearing and vision for the
impaired, and imaging for diagnosis and surgery. An
embedded multiprocessor system that can be used to
interface with a motor to aid paraplegics walk has been
visualized [5]. Because of distributed weight, it is easier
to use a multiprocessor system for intra-body
applications rather than a single processor system. We
anticipate that this work will lead to products that will
enable senior citizens receive emergency help via
automatic monitoring of their physiological system.
Such distributed intelligent sensors can also be
employed in the exploration of seismic sites, caves,
tunnels, deep oceans and surveillance. The Berkeley
smart sensor dust [8] project visualizes intelligent
sensors mounted on micro-helicopters that can be used
for the above purposes. Figure 2 shows a sensor that
was actually implanted in a human body [17] (Dr. K.
Warwick, Director of Cybernetics, University of
Reading) with implanted chip in body; it is expected
that in the near future the size will be much smaller
than shown.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2
surveys background work, Section 3 discusses the
design of the network and in Section 4 the results are
summarized and future work is discussed.
2. Background
The BodyLan [6] project obtained body parameters
such as temperature and oximetric data from probes

implement intelligent personal health monitoring devices
as part of personal mobile devices [7].

Fig. 1. An application of intra-body networks
external to the body and transmitted them to a control
station.
However, this paper deals with the
measurement of parameters, such as action potential of
heart cells, glucose/insulin levels and blood viscosity
for which currently accurate external measurement
techniques are unavailable and transmission through tissue
is required. Communication within the intra-body
network may be via use of the Personal Area Network
(PAN) or very low power Bluetooth standards within
the safe RF guidelines as per FCC/FDA. FCC limits
RF exposure to the general population to 1mw/cm2 of
tissue for 30 minutes (FCC OET Bulletin 56, Aug
1999) limiting the RF power transmitted by an
embedded transmitter. The maximum traversal needed
for intra-body communication is less than 2.8m, the
upper limit on human height. Also, data rate will be in
bursts shorter than a second rather than in minutes,
allowing a flexible range of safe operation.
Zimmerman’s [19] PAN uses the human body as a
conduit of information. Electronic devices placed on
and near the body modulate electric fields inducing
small currents within the body. Data connections are
established by touch or proximity. Communication is
via near-field capacitive coupling, and negligible energy
is radiated out allowing global licensed operation.
The communication range of PANs called pico-cells [20]
is within the spatial interaction volume of humans (<
10m), which accommodates the small battery energy of
small portable devices. Bluetooth uses a channel
capacity of 1Mbps at 2.4-2.7 GHz—class 3 uses 1mw
of power. PAN used 30V with currents in the order of
picoamps, with data rate 2400bps at 430Khz. PAN
transmission is well within the safety limits,
demonstrating the feasibility of transmission through
tissue. Recently intra-body communication with a data
rate of 56 Kbps has been demonstrated [14][15][3].
Most experimental medical systems employ wireless
data acquisition devices [1][4][18] and wireless data
presentation devices, such as palmtop PCs, pagers, and
cellular phones [2].
However, with further
development of low-power digital signal processing
chips and biosensor technology, it will be possible to

Jovanov. et. al [11] presented a prototype wireless
intelligent sensor using a low-power micro-controller
and a DSP-based personal server. Individual sensors
monitor specific physiological signals (such as ECG,
EEG+, GSR++), which they communicate among
themselves and to a personal server. The personal
server integrates information from the sensors and
communicates with the outside world as a standard
mobile unit.
They address hardware aspects,
investigating design trade-offs among processing
power, battery life and storage for medical applications.
However, the protocols to configure and communicate among
sensors and the personal server were not addressed.

Fig. 2. An implant with sensors and chips
Real-time applications in a wireless environment have
relied on existing standard wireless Media-Access
Control (MAC) protocols (such as CDPD, CDMA,
GSM) to transfer data. Markowski and Sethi [12]
developed a MAC protocol that transmits data in a
wireless environment while considering the temporal
deadlines of applications. However, there is dearth of work
that support features similar to that of the IBN and provide realtime transfer of data in wireless intra-body media. The
communication of the IBN with the external world can
be performed using various ad-hoc wireless routing
protocols such as dynamic source routing protocol [9],
cluster-based routing protocol [13], zone-based
hierarchical link-state routing protocol [10], etc.
However, wireless communication within the IBN is a
single hop, real-time communication between fixed
hosts making routing issues irrelevant. If one uses
extremely low power such that the propagation
distance is very small, routing may be required.

.

3. Design
All nodes (SPEs) are assigned unique-ids within the
IBN.
Nodes generate data, which they can
communicate to other nodes or to the PDA. To
facilitate fault-tolerance, two to three SPEs (also called
peer nodes) are used for each measured attribute.
Below we outline the protocol stack of the nodes at the
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application layer, which supports configuration and
data acquisition in the IBN.
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Fig. 3: Network layers at the node
3.1 Protocol stack
For modularity, we use a 3-layered protocol stack at the
nodes and the PDA, used as an application above the
network layer. The layers in the stack are named data
layer, attribute layer and node layer as shown in Figs. 3 and
4. Encapsulation is supported at each layer and
communication is on a peer-to-peer basis. A network
monitor in the data layer of the PDA monitors network
congestion and node failures. Actions in the network
are initiated by communicating packets.
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Fig. 4: Network layers at the PDA
3.2 Data acquisition modes
PDAs acquire data via three modes: polling, periodic and
refresh. Nodes are set in a mode by control packets
listed in Table 1. In the polling mode, a PDA may send a
Read packet (R-pkt) to a node, to know the latest value
of a physiological attribute. The polling mode
minimizes network traffic since data is communicated
only upon request. In the periodic mode, nodes send
sensor data periodically to the PDA at a frequency that
can be set by a control packet. The refresh mode can
operate in parallel to the polling or the periodic modes. The
refresh mode is simply a special case of the polling
mode—specific node(s) are polled to send their latest
data immediately and thereafter return to their previous
mode.

3.3 Security
Three levels of passwords user password, super-user and
privileged are used. A user can query and receive
attributes; a super-user can change the frequency of the
periodic mode and read and reply to configuration
information.
The functions to change network
configuration are reserved to the highest level, called
the privileged level. All three passwords are encrypted
and stored in the nodes. All packets communicated
must have an encrypted password appropriate to the
usage mode, which must be validated at the node or the
PDA. In the user mode, a PDA can change user mode
password, and read and modify the data acquisition mode
and update frequency of the periodic mode. More than one
PDA can be used in user mode. In the super-user
mode, in addition to the user mode functions, one can
also change the super-user mode password and reset user
mode passwords via packets. In the privileged mode, a PDA
can modify network configurations, including turning
nodes on and off. In the privileged mode one can also
reset the super-user mode password, and modify the
privileged user password and read and modify net time. For
security and correctness of operation only one PDA is
allowed each in the super-user and privileged modes.
Security can be enhanced by encryption and or
frequency hopping. Clearly, they have an impact on
performance, battery life etc. which must be studied.
3.4 Communication
Each node has a unique id that is a concatenation of
group-id and local-id. The group-id refers to a peer
group of nodes that measure the same attribute. For
Group-id
Local-id
Fig. 5: Node-id
example 4-bits can be allocated for group-id and 3 for
local-id providing 24-2= 14 unique attribute
representations and 23 - 2 = 6 local-ids per group. (As
usual a pattern of all 1s is used for multicast and all 0’s
for self-reference.) An IBN-id, perhaps a social security
number, unique to every individual, identifies the IBN.
Ten packets configure and operate the IBN as shown
in Table 1. The fields in different packets have some
combination of the following: source and destination
addresses,
packet-id,
appropriate
passwords,
timestamps, network time, update frequency, turn
off/on flag, data and data acquisition mode.
3.5 Node functions
Time last R-pkt received
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maintains Node Configuration of the node as shown in
Fig. 9.
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Fig 6: Attribute layer in the node
The data layer receives data from bio-sensors, time
stamps and periodically forwards them to the data
buffer. In addition to other considerations, the
expected rate of change of the specific sensor data is
considered in deciding the forwarding period. The
address handler verifies the address and password of
Timestamp
In the Read buffer

Packet-id Time stamp
Upon leaving packet handler

PDA-id Password Node-id Packet-id Timestamp
Upon arrival at the node

Fig. 7: R-pkt transition at the SPE
packets. After verification the address and passwords
are stripped and the packet is forwarded to the packet
handler.
The packet handler, depending upon the packet-id,
forwards the packet to the polling, control or periodic
session runner. An R-pkt forwarded to the polling
session runner is time-stamped and the polling buffer is
overwritten with it. The polling session runner
responds by forwarding the data (D-pkt) from the data
buffer to the address handler, which appends the node-id
to the outgoing D-pkt. The transformations of an Rpkt are illustrated in Fig. 7.
Data Timestamp
At attribute layer

Mode: Polling/Periodic/Refresh
Update frequency Time On/Off
Fig 9: Node configuration

3.6 PDA functions
At the PDA the address handler rejects packets not
addressed to the IBN (using social security number) for
which the PDA has been configured or those with
invalid node addresses. It strips addresses in incoming
packets before forwarding them to packet handlers. It
also inserts destination addresses in outgoing packets.
The packet handler forwards incoming packets to
appropriate node runners; it inserts packet-id field in
outgoing packets. Concurrently executing node runners
(for each node) allow concurrent communication with
multiple nodes.
The node runner (a) maintains
configuration information and the latest D-pkt received
from the node (b) appends attribute id to incoming Dpkts before forwarding them to the attribute layer (c)
generates R-pkts and other configuration packets and
(d) runs a watchdog timer upon sending an R-pkt to a
node. If it does not receive a D-pkt from the node
within a predetermined deadline, it resends the R-pkt. If
after x resends, it does not receive any D-pkt, it
surmises that either the network may be congested or
the node may be faulty. It does so also when it does
not receive D-pkts periodically from the nodes during
the periodic mode. In such instances, it generates an
obituary D-pkt, with timestamp of the last valid D-pkt it
received from the node. The packet validity bit is set to
false for obituary D-pkts. The node runner then appends
the node id and attribute id.
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Fig. 10: Node-Info database at PDA
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Fig. 8: D-pkt transition at the SPE
In the periodic mode, the attribute layer sends D-pkts to
the periodic session runner, which forwards them to
the address handlers for dispatch in a similar fashion.
The periodic session runner stores notification of such
sends into the periodic buffer. The transformation of
each D-pkt traveling from the attribute layer to the
node layer is shown in Fig. 8. The control session runner

The Regular/Obituary packet handler forwards D-pkts
to the attribute database or the faulty packet-store
(FPS) depending upon the packet validity bit. The
attribute layer stores data for every attribute; usually the
number of entries per attribute equals the number of
sensors used for that attribute. The transition of a Dpkt is shown in Fig. 11.
The network monitor responds to queries from user layer
for attribute values. It responds with the latest value of
the attribute in the attribute database, if found. If it
cannot find, any entry in the attribute database, it

checks for an entry in the FPS. If in the FPS sufficient
entries, later than the last entry in the attribute database
are found, the corresponding node is flagged faulty;
otherwise it surmises that the IBN is congested. A
Node-id Data
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Node-id Attribute-id Timestamp
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Fig. 11: D-pkt transition in the PDA
faulty node or network congestion is conveyed to the
user layer.
4. Conclusion
This paper designed an intra-body network consisting
bio-sensors that can be implanted and PDAs.
Communication protocols to configure and operate the
network have been developed.
Future work will
involve software simulation of the design, performance
analysis, encryption techniques for such a lightweight
system and hardware prototyping.
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Packet- Packet name
Mode;minm. password
id
level for access
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Read pkt (R-pkt)
Data pkt (D-pkt)
Read/Set time pkt
Read mode pkt
Set user password pkt
Set super-user password pkt
Read Configuration pkt

7

Set configuration pkt

8
9

Read/Set update-frequency pkt Any; User/Super-user
Refresh pkt
Any; User
Table 1. Communicating packets

Polling; User
Any; User
Any; User/Privileged
Any; User
Any; User
Any; Super-user
Any; Super-user
Any; Privileged

Function
Request data of nodes
Used by nodes to send data
Read/Set network time
Read mode
Set user password
Set super-user password
Request/Send configuration
Set privileged password,
configuration/mode
Read/Set update frequency
Send latest data immediately

